Salinas - Partly cloudy to sunny for the upcoming week with highs in
the 60s and lows in the 50s. Oxnard - Sunny for the upcoming week
with highs in the 70s and lows in the 50s & 60s. Mexico (Culiacan)Partly cloudy with thunderstorms for the next seven days; highs in the
90s and lows in the 70s. Florida, Southern– Finally a little break from
the rain! Partly cloudy for the next week with highs around 90 and
lows in the 70s. Idaho - Partly cloudy to sunny next week with highs
in the 60s and lows in the 30s 40s.

The National Diesel Average has been recorded at $3.271 up $0.003 a
gal from last week and up $0.513 gal from last year. NPC continues to
monitor and track diesel fuel averages by state as well as reported
truckload freight rates on a weekly basis. Transportation continues to
work through its most significant structural changes in years in regards to new laws and regulations stressing available truck volume
and controlling drivers. There is a pretty consistent slight shortage
across the rest of the country.

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699

Check out our footage from
our Idaho / Oregon Trip!

Grape Tomatoes
Broccoli
Cilantro
Iceberg Lettuce
Green Cabbage
Green Onions
Citrus
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY

Apples

SUPPLY

The Washington apple crop will be somewhat smaller than expected this year, but despite some setbacks,
grower-shippers say plenty of good-quality fruit should be available. Figures released at the U.S. Apple Association’s Crop Outlook and Marketing Conference in late August indicate that the state’s 2018 production will
be 155 million cartons — Volume will be down 13% compared to last year and 5% below the five-year average

QUALITY

Asparagus

SUPPLY

Volume from Peru and Mexico is steady and we’re expecting more availability on the larger sizes also. Quality and sizing are both excellent.

QUALITY
Avocados

Last week arrivals were at 35 million pounds. Mexico is preparing to solely supply the market once California
& Peru production ends in the coming weeks. The start of Aventajada fruit is still expected to be midOctober. The weather forecast for the state of Michoacán continues to call for scattered thunderstorms,
which will increase the visual lenticel spotting we could see on fruit for the coming months. California – This
week concluded at 3 million pounds. Next week, California’s harvest levels are estimated to continue to decline. Most of the crop will stay in state due to demand. Peru – shipments have totaled 6 million pounds per
week. After Oct 1st the market will see a rapid decline in supply.

QUALITY
Bananas

SUPPLY

Banana volumes are expected to be sufficient with high quality fruit coming into the market. The conditions
should continue to be great as no real issues with production are predicted for the remainder of Q3.

QUALITY
Berries

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Blueberries: Overall quality is good. Supplies are good. Mostly Peruvian. But Uruguay and Argentina starting
up soon. Blackberries: Quality being reported mostly good. Markets are extremely active. Berries out of CA
are opening up, but typical to late season varieties, seeing some quality issues. Mexico ramping up and starts
back up in another week or so. Raspberries: Quality being reported mostly good. Supplies are steady. Prices
are steady to higher. Mexico ramping up.

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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Broccoli

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Cooler nights are affecting production supplies. Broccoli Forecast numbers are down to what growers
expected. There is a high demand for broccoli, this is causing for prices to be higher.

QUALITY

Brussels Sprouts

SUPPLY

Production supplies are steady. Quality and a stable market will keep cost steady.

Cauliflower

QUALITY

Supplies are steady, quality is good at the moment. If Broccoli continues with production issues, expect
the Cauliflower the increase.

QUALITY

Cantaloupes

SUPPLY

Celery supplies are better this week than prior weeks out of Salinas Valley and Santa Maria. Quality is
excellent market is expected to maintain stable for next week.

QUALITY
Corn

SUPPLY

Overall market is somewhat limited as California is the only growing region currently. Our yields and
quality are solid and should remain that way. Colorado and Canada should be starting soon which will
increase the overall supply in the market. Once they will start shipping product we will have a better
idea of what their crop looks like and what overall market conditions will be.

QUALITY
Celery

SUPPLY

Overall supplies are beginning to seasonally decrease. Production will continue in California for another 4
-5 weeks. Arizona production will start within the next ten days. Cooler weather in the region has been
providing more smaller melons over the past week. Anticipate this trend to continue as we move into the
Fall season as lower temperatures and less daylight decreases the percentages of the daily harvest of
larger fruit. Jumbo melons are going to be extremely limited. It is during this part of the year where external quality is also affected as melons will show more of a green cast.

QUALITY
Carrots

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Georgia corn starting up in a couple of weeks! Market FOBs are slowly declining but the market is not
totally back to normal.

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY

Cucumbers

SUPPLY

With Baja into Fall production and Nogales growers beginning to add to the mix, the outlook for Western
cucumber supply looks bright. Baja’s numbers are down a bit this week, but quality is strong and no issues
are expected going forward. Eastern cucumber supply remains snug this week, as most of the northern
programs are winding down quickly and GA hasn’t gotten into volume yet. Eastern NC usually helps to
bridge this gap, but plants and fruit were damaged in the storm from two weeks ago, seriously limiting the
amount of retail grade fruit available.

QUALITY

Eggplant

SUPPLY

Eggplant availability is light on both sides of the country, as cooler weather takes a toll in the West and
rain/storm-related concerns have affected Eastern farms. GA should have more product over the next
week or so as they move further into Fall crops. The West looks to remain status quo until mid-October
when the CA desert starts.

QUALITY
Grapes

Green Beans

SUPPLY

Red Grapes are moving mostly to Scarlet Royal production. Krissy grapes are finished and we will see the
end of the Magenta this week. Green Grape harvest is moving into Autumn King with some Princess finishing up in 2-3 weeks. Red Globes are available with good volumes. Summer Royal and Black Seedless are
available and will go through September

QUALITY

SUPPLY

East- Things are starting to tighten up out east with most midwest and eastern crops coming to a wrap.
FOBs are quickly moving up. Quality is still good for now but we could see some struggles over the next
few weeks from rain affected areas in TN. West- Limited supply from central valley & coastal California are
keeping FOBs high, but steady. Quality is fair to good.

Herbs

QUALITY

SUPPLY

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Seeing good quality and supply across the board.

Honeydews

Honeydew production will also begin to seasonally decline each week. Supply should continue another
four weeks with the dews. Arizona and Nogales production will start to pick up early to mid-October to
offset any drops in supply to the market. As with the cantaloupe smaller sizing will be predominant as we
move into the month of October.

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY

Iceberg

SUPPLY

Forecast on production is lower than expected. There is a strong demand for Iceberg Lettuce, supplies cannot
keep up with demand. Quality is good at the present time but prices remain high as demand exceeds
supply.

QUALITY
Kale

Kale supplies remain abundant with little issues. The market is steady. Quality is good with minimal yellowing, little dehydration, and dark green color.

QUALITY
Leaf

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Romaine - Supplies are steady, production on forecast is a liittle lower than expected. Quality is good no
peel or mildew, very nice quality. Quality is good and weights are about average. Green Leaf/Red Leaf Green leaf production is lower than expected. Expect supplies to affect higher prices. Butter lettuce: we
are projecting right at our wants and will be able to cover normal business but will not be pushing to bring
any additional business on. Green leaf: we are slightly under expected supplies. Quality remains good on
all mix items. Prices are active.

QUALITY

Tender Leaf

SUPPLY

Arugula: Quality and supply have improved and product is available. Cilantro: Supplies and quality are improving. Kale Blends: Quality and supplies are good on kale. Parsley: Parsley quality and supply are good.
Spinach: Quality is fair due to light mechanical damage, but product is available. Spring Mix: Quality is fair
and supplies are improving.

QUALITY
Lemons & Limes

SUPPLY

Lemons – High market remains in tact but it has eased up a little bit. Demand has eased up a bit and prices
are being reduced so we are headed in the right direction but not to the finish line of a steady market
yet.Limes– Lime growers in Mexico are reporting that heavy rains in Veracruz are starting to create difficult
conditions for trucks. Although the rain has stopped this week, it's a situation that lime producers are monitoring. Supplies have been steady for several weeks now but if they become interrupted because of production difficulties, this can create a more challenging market.

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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Onions

Oranges

QUALITY

QUALITY

SUPPLY

D’anjou pears are peaking on 90’s and larger. Moderate supplies on 100/110’s has the market
steady.120s and smaller are light with a firm market. Bosc pears have a steady market with supplies
winding down for the season. Red pears are tight but should last till May. Quality is good on all pears.

QUALITY
Peppers, Bell

SUPPLY

This market is still extremely active, demand exceeds supply although it is improving. Quality still remains moderate. Color is an issue with fruit still being gassed. Smaller fruit remains the tightest. The
initial 2018-19 Navel orange forecast is 80.0 million cartons, up 11 percent from the previous year. Color
is still so-so.

QUALITY
Pears

SUPPLY

Onion market is steady from last week. Reds and whites are on the mid scale to higher end while yellows remain steady around $6. Seeing good quality. Stay tuned for an update direct from Oregon!

SUPPLY

With most bell pepper deals in NY, MI, NC and NJ wrapping up over the next 7-10 days, the East will
turn to SC and GA to source product. SC’s fruit is looking nice but volumes are still on the light side.
Look for more SC volume and for GA to get up and running next week. Despite the variances in crop
stage, quality has been mostly nice from all areas. The West’s pepper volumes have strengthened this
week, as CA growers have moved into new fields. Quality has been great with thick walls and no color
or shape issues. Barring any weather concerns, CA farms should continue harvests through most of
October.

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Peppers, Jalapenos Baja, Mexico’s chili pepper supply and quality are declining rapidly, sending buyers to CA where supply
seems to be a little better. Mainland Mexico growers are still assessing rain damage in Sonora and Sinaloa, which could delay the start of their season. Eastern chili production is in a lull now. With MI and
most local deals winding down quickly, there’s not much available until GA and FL get rolling.

QUALITY
Pineapples

SUPPLY

Volumes will remain light through September. Sizing has, and will continue to improve on larger sizes. We do
expect good volumes for October and the remainder of the year.

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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QUALITY
Potatoes

The market remains steady for the most part at $6-7 across all sizes and grades. Balancing this year’s potato
supplies with industry usage requirements will be challenging. The US potato crop is expected to fall 9.5 million cwt short of 2017 production. Fryers and dehydrators are likely to use more potatoes from the crop than
they used a year earlier, leaving fewer potatoes for other uses.

QUALITY
Squash

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

With the Fall transition in full force, Eastern squash supplies are light this week. Most northern areas have
wrapped up and GA hasn’t gotten into big volume yet. GA’s numbers should pick up next week and quality
has been very nice so far. Look for Florida to join the GA party over the next 7-10 days, so better availability is
ahead! The West is also in a light spot for squash. CA farms are in the seasonal decline and Mexico farms
have yet to ramp up production.

QUALITY

Strawberries

SUPPLY

Production is on the lower side, as is typical this time of year. The market is extremely active; close to a split
market with pricing based on quality, availability, and out of multiple growing regions. Quality crops out of Salinas/Watsonville and Santa Maria. Labor still continues to be an issue. Mexico expecting to start up mid to late
October. Florida is beginning strawberry plantings this week.

QUALITY

Tomatoes

SUPPLY

TN, NC and AL are moving closer to the end of the Fall tomato season. Volumes on all varieties have lightened up
and precipitation has become a factor. Several growers in TN and NC expect to wrap up at the end of next week,
with others hoping to go until the 15th. TN and NC have had a moderate rain event this week, so quality could play
a role and finish them up before the 15th. Fruit has been “okay” from these areas. VA farms will finish up round
harvests this week but continue with grape tomatoes for another 1-2 weeks as quality/volume permits. Looking
forward, round tomato harvests in GA and Quincy, FL are about a week out with Palmetto/Ruskin on tap to start
two weeks later. In the meantime, roma and grape tomato availability will be snug in the East. Mexico’s vine-ripe
round and roma volumes are on the light side this week as both Baja and Nogales shippers wait for Fall plantings to
mature. Baja farms expect to ship new crop romas around Oct. 15th with rounds to follow 10-14 days later. Fortunately, CA rounds have been plentiful and are keeping demand in check. However, roma volumes are also light in
CA, helping to create a snug situation for the next few weeks. Grape tomatoes are also tight, as Baja is still 2-3
weeks away from new supply. Current production is in just a few hands and quality is only fair. FOBs are high, but
steady. Things will remain unstable for the next few weeks until the late summer/early fall transition is complete.
Quality is fair due to heat and rain. Grapes in the west are affected the worst due to lack of supply and increased
markets. Relief is expected in the next 3-4 weeks when Baja picks up

www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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MARKET OUTLOOK
Onions Green - The forecast for Green Onions is lower than expected. Demand is high for Green Onions, this will
cause higher prices on the market. Quality is good, supplies are short.
Green Cabbage - supplies are way down this week. There is high demand for cabbage, expect higher prices this
week.
Cilantro—Supplies remain below normal this week. Demand is good, quality is fair to good.

Total NC loss from Hurricane Florence more than $1.1 billion
“Hurricane Florence caused more than $1.1 billion in damage to crops and livestock in North Carolina, according to a new
state estimate. Of that, about $27 million is damage to vegetables and horticultural crop losses.
The North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services said losses to North Carolina agriculture are expected
to be more than $1.1 billion, based on assessments following Hurricane Florence. That number easily tops the $400 million
seen following Hurricane Matthew in 2016, according to a news release. “We knew the losses would be significant because it
was harvest time for so many of our major crops and the storm hit our top six agricultural counties especially hard,” Agriculture Commissioner Steve Troxler said in the release. “These early estimates show just what a devastating and staggering blow
this hurricane leveled at our agriculture industry.”
According to the state’s agricultural department:

• Row crop losses are estimated at $986.6 million
• Forestry losses are estimated at $69.6 million
• Green industry losses are estimated at $30 million
•

Vegetable and horticulture crop losses are estimated at $26.8 million
• Livestock, poultry and aquaculture losses are estimated at $23.1 million
Livestock losses are 4.1 million poultry and an estimate of 5,500 hogs.”

If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach
out to dforsythe@nproduce.com and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our Spanish version that will be released on Monday and our Midweek Update released every Wednesday. Have a great week!
Keeping You Informed,
Your Dedicated NPC, LLC Staff
www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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